CHRONICLE CITY TO RELEASE ENGLISH EDITION OF ‘DUNGEONSLAYERS’ – PDF TO BE AVAILABLE
FREE TO ALL!
“IT’S TIME TO HACK AGAIN!”
Chronicle City is very pleased to announce a partnership with Uhrwerk Verlag of Germany to bring
you the English language release of the award‐nominated ‘Dungeonslayers’ ‐ an old‐fashioned
roleplaying game by Christian Kennig.
Dungeonslayers is an old school level‐based fantasy game with a modern rules set behind it. The
rules are only about ten pages long making it a very easy game to pick up and start playing.
Dungeonslayers was originally released as a small free download back in November 2008. The fourth
Edition was released in an expanded, revised and professional printed edition in Germany in October
2010 at SPIEL Essen (a four‐day gathering of 150,000 gamers). True to its roots Dungeonslayers IV
was also made available free as a PDF, which is something Chronicle City & Uhrwerk will be doing
with the English language edition too. The free PDF certainly hasn’t hindered sales of the physical
book with the first German print run selling out in five months!
The game will be supported by adventures, a campaign setting and regional & racial sourcebooks as
well as a number of free PDF adventures for gamers that store and convention organisers can also
use for demos of Dungeonslayers.
There is also a soundtrack CD in development which will also include a booklet with an exclusive
mini‐adventure in it!
You can already download a ten‐page preview of the English rules, character sheet, starting spells
and talents lists, along with a number of one‐page ‘Dungeon 2 Go’ adventures (covering a variety of
levels) on the English language Dungeonslayer website (http://www.dungeonslayers.com)
The game has also recently been released in Italian through Wild Boar Edizioni srl.

Chronicle City is a new British based games publisher set up by Angus Abranson (ex‐Cubicle 7;
Leisure Games) in February 2012. Chronicle City are working with a number of companies and
designers to publish their games, as well as designing their own rolepaying, card and board games.

You can find out more information about Chronicle City, and their games, at www.chroniclecity.com
(website in development) or follow them on Twitter @Chronicle_City or Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/chroniclecity or by emailing angus@chroniclecity.com
Uhrwerk Verlag is the German publisher of well known games like Deadlands, Legend of the Five
Rings, Dungeonslayers, Hollow Earth Expedition and Das Schwarze Auge: Myranor, Space: 1889 as
well as the German language edition of The One Ring.
You can find more information about Uhrwek Verlag, and their games (in German!), at
www.uhrwerk‐verlag.de
Dungeonslayers has a dedicated English language website at http://www.dungeonslayers.com

